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Abstract:

Organizing documents and performing search is a common but not a trivial task in information systems.
With the increasing number of documents, it is becoming crucial to automate these processes. Clustering is
a solution for organizing large amount of documents. In this article we propose a method of improving
document retrieval that was implemented in RKB Knowledge Base. Our method heavily relies on linguistic
analysis, which aims to identify document specific noun phrases. We apply an adjusted hierarchical
clustering algorithm for learning clusters of documents.

1

INTRODUCTION

Our work is motivated by the need to improve the
search feature of scientific publications in Resilience
Knowledge Base (RKB) - online knowledge base
(Glaser et.al., 2008). Instead of using a simple
pattern based technique, which looks for given word
occurrences in text or its meta-data structures, it is
possible to find documents topically similar to a
given document.
For that we need to train a classifier which will
be used to identify a group of the documents that are
highly related to a given one. The RKB knowledge
base online interface presents over 50 million of
interlinked items: research projects, researchers, and
publications. Users are able to traverse the datascape
by altering selection topics and choosing search
results. For instance, when searching for similar
publications to ones already known, the user locates
a known title and is presented with a list of highly
related publications.
When performing this kind of search, the aim is
to return only a highly relevant result. The user
expects to find similar publications within the first
top 5-10 list. One possible solution how to optimize
search results is document clustering (Kouomou
et.al., 2005), (Gelbukh et.al., 1999).
Instead of a simple ‘bag of words’ method, some
approaches of document clustering relies on citation
analysis, such as (Huang et.al., 2004), or (Joerg,
2008).
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However, as suggested by similar to ours
researches, the vector space model for text retrieval
is giving better results if the indexing space is based
on linguistic features such as WordNet synsets
(Gonzalo et.al., 1998) or noun phrases
(Hatzivassiloglou, 2000) instead of a plain statistics
of word forms. Other similar research include (Tikk
et.al., 2007) and (Zheng et.at, 2009).

2

THE METHOD

The clustering method that was used in this
experiment is based on combining Pearson’s
correlation values as similarity distance measures
and applying a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In
order to acquire distance measures we use numeric
values that show topical importance of noun phrases
(NPs) in a particular document. To calculate these
numeric values we perform morphological and
syntactical analysis of documents and use a technical
thesaurus.
Stepwise our method can be divided into 4
phases:
1. Identification of the topically specific NPs in
the documents.
2. Creation of feature representations (NPs and
their weights) for each document.
3. Calculation of a similarity degree and
population of the similarity matrix.
4. Applying the clustering algorithm on the
basis of the similarity matrix.
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Firstly, each document is linguistically analyzed.
Tasks include a lemmatisation, a part of speech
tagging, and a partial semantic tagging. We have
used MPRO software (Maas et.al., 2009) for that
matter. Consequently, the noun phrases are marked
in each document.
As a following step, the importance of each noun
phrase – a weight – is calculated. The NPs are
weighted by means of the thesaurus (in our case, we
have used the English version of FIZ thesaurus (FIZ
Technik, 2000)) and the results of linguistic analysis.
The weight is calculated according to:
 the frequency of NP in the particular
document as well as in other documents;
 the status of the NP in relation to the
thesaurus: whether it is a hypernym,
synonym or hyponym, or has no
correspondence to the thesaurus;
 the number of semantic classes allocated to
the particular NP during the linguistic
analysis;
 the number of semantic classes allocated to
the document;
 and the position of the NP in the document
(beginning, end, etc.).
A detailed description of the formula we have
used, is implemented in AUTINDEX software,
described in (Haller and Schmidt, 2006). This
approach allows us to pick only document topical
NPs, as we take the context into consideration.
NPs and their weights are used for building
feature vectors for each document. Subsequently,
each document is represented as a vector in vector
space RN whose elements are the NPs and their
weights. For example, a document vector appears as
following:
D= (computer system [100]; research
and development [87]; error [28];
encryption protocol [27]; project
planning [21]; security [14])

We assume the vector space V = (V1, V2, …, Vj,
..., VN), where Vj is the j-th document characterizing
feature vector.
The matrix of documents has columns which are
feature vectors (documents) and rows – NPi which
refers to NP’s weight representing each document.
Finally, the similarities between feature vectors
V’= (V’1, V’2,…, V’j,…, V’n) are calculated. We have
chosen to express the similarity through the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Correlation
indicates the strength and direction of a linear
relationship between two variables. The coefficient
is represented in the interval [-1,1]. Therefore it is
simple to decide whether given variables are similar
or not, i.e. from non-related (-1) to matching (+1).

The following simplified correlation rule was
used:

CorrXY =

Cov ( X , Y )
Var ( X ) (Var (Y ))

(1)

In order to enhance the contrast of similarity
values we have calculated similarity values for the
second time – again applying Pearson’s correlation
rule but this time not on term weights as before, but
on similarity values from the previous step. The
similarity values obtained in this way are distributed
differently. The contrast between most similar
documents and not-so-similar documents is a lot
higher, as shown in Table 1.
When performing document clustering the aim is
to divide a quantity of documents into topic-specific
groups. These groups are not known in advance.
The hierarchical clustering algorithm we have
applied is similar to the one described in (Johnson,
1967), or (Manning and Schütze, 1999). In addition,
during the experiment we have added constraints of
disjoint and joint clusters, and have extended
similarity matrix by calculating the correlation of
correlation between documents.

3

THE EXPERIMENT

Our experiment set was around 2500 scientific
articles from the domain of computer dependability
and security.
We have performed experiments according to
following settings:
 Disjoint clusters vs. joint clusters
 Similarity can be calculated either once or
twice.
In our clustering algorithm, we have used the
threshold value, which was selected by experts of
the domain. The motivation of choosing threshold
was that a smaller threshold value delivers too big
clusters, i.e. an irrelevant document is more likely to
be assigned to a cluster.
On the other hand, when the threshold value is
set too high, clusters tend to be very small which is
undesirable for the purpose of searching for
publications in RKB. As a side effect, quite many
documents remain unclustered. Results of the
experiment are presented in Figure 1, and Table 2 –
columns represent different experimental settings,
i.e. 1-pass correlation and joint clusters, 1-pass
correlation and disjoint clusters, 2-pass correlation
and joint clusters, and 2-pass correlation and disjoint
clusters.
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Table 1: Similarity values for the article “Feedback Bridging Faults”: similarities in % - the list of the 10 most similar
documents, calculated by 1-pass correlation and 2-passs correlation method.
1-pass correlation similarity values
FEEDBACK BRIDGING FAULTS

%

1) bridging and stuck-at faults
2) on undetectability of bridging faults
3) test generation for mos complex gate networks
4) a nine-valued circuit model to generate tests
for sequential circuits
5) sharpe 2002: symbolic hierarchical automated
reliability and performance
6) concurrent fault diagnosis in multiple
processor systems
7) the algebraic approach to faulty logic
8) a two-level approach to modeling system
diagnosability
9) design of fault-tolerant clocks with realistic
failure assumptions
10) a model of stateful firewalls and its properties

66
61
56
52
51
51
51
51
51
51

2-passs correlation similarity values
FEEDBACK BRIDGING FAULTS
1) design of fault-tolerant clocks with realistic
failure assumptions
2) efficient distributed diagnosis in the presence
of random faults
3) software schemes of reconfiguration and
recovery
4) towards totally self-checking delay-insensitive
systems
5) on partial protection in groomed optical wdm
mesh networks
6) test generation for mos complex gate
networks
7) concurrent fault diagnosis in multiple
processor systems
8) bridging and stuck-at faults
9) computer-aided design of dependable mission
critical systems
10) efficient byzantine-tolerant erasure-coded
storage

%
98
98
98
97
97
95
86
86
66
56

Table 2: The number of clusters learned from 2469 documents.
1-pass Corr joint

1-pass Corr disjoint

2-pass Corr joint

2-pass Corr disjoint

#Clusters

287

199

149

88

#Unclustered documents

399

538

33

52

250

Number of clusters

200
2-pass Corr +Clus
2-pass Corr 1-Clus
1-pass Corr +Clus
1-pass Corr 1-Clus

150

100

50

0
[ - 3]

[4 - 10]

[11 - 20]

[20 - 100]

[101 - ]

Document number per cluster

Figure 1: 4 experiments - distributions of document number per cluster.

For the purposes of RKB Knowledge Base, the
method that is able to assign the majority of the
documents into clusters is considered better, as all
the publications in the knowledge base belong to the
same domain. A distribution with a lot of small
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clusters, i.e. with 2 documents, or large clusters, i.e.
50, 100 and more, is unwanted, as it is not optimal
for search purposes. Considering these constraints,
the 2-pass correlation and joint clusters method was
the most appropriate.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of 10% of the set of documents used
for the experiment was performed manually by
experts of the domain. The most relevant clusters
were created with 2-pass correlation and joint
clusters method. The extrinsic measures of
clustering were 0,87 of purity and 0,22 of entropy.
The evaluation on Reuters data set showed 0,62 of
purity and 1,44 of entropy (see Table 3.). These
differences appear because of the genre and topic of
texts present in Reuters data set – general language
corpus. One important aspect of our methodology is
using technical thesaurus to assign the importance
weight to NPs found in text.
Table 3: Results of clustering methodology applied on
technical documents and general language texts.
Text genre
Technical documents
General texts

Purity
0,87
0,62

Entropy
0,22
1,44

The results of this experiment were applied in
RKB Knowledge Base. When viewing a particular
publication, RKB Knowledge Base provides a list of
most relevant publications.
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